THE COMPLETE BOOK SERIES
The essential guides for learning success!

To Parents, Caregivers, and Educators:

The Complete Book series is an important cornerstone of American Education Publishing’s product offerings. We are pleased to bring you THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ANIMALS, another exciting title in our popular series.

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ANIMALS offers young learners an exciting and dynamic way to learn about animals! It is the most complete book that offers:

- High-interest, easy-to-read lessons about over 100 animals.
- Stunning, full-color illustrations to spark young children’s interest.
- Beautifully-illustrated, pull-out animal storybooks and color-your-own animal pictures.
- Challenging concepts presented in simple language with supporting illustrations.
- Think and learn questions to involve the reader and check comprehension.
- A complete answer key that supports and encourages independent learning.

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ANIMALS includes lessons and activities that teach important concepts in science and zoology, including:

- Different kinds of animals, their physical characteristics, and their habitats.
- Parts of animals and special adaptations that help them survive.
- Animal life cycles.
- Animal classifications.

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ANIMALS – AN EXCITING AND POWERFUL LEARNING TOOL FOR YOUR YOUNG LEARNER!
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Caribou

Caribou (CAIR ah boo) are sometimes called “reindeer.” They are large animals weighing 300 to 600 pounds. Both male and female caribou have very large antlers. In fact, the female caribou is the only female member of the deer family able to grow antlers. Caribou have long hair and woolly fur. They are great long-distance runners and can easily outrun a pack of wolves. Their wide hooves help them walk easily through snow. Caribou can also swim.

In summer, caribou feed on grass, leaves and other low-growing plants of the tundra, the flat, treeless land of the arctic. In winter, caribou migrate to wooded areas and feed on small, dry plants that grow on rocks and trees called lichens (LEYE kuhn兹).

Think and Learn

1. How much do caribou weigh? ________________________________

2. Caribou are members of the __________________________ family.

3. Where do caribou migrate in winter? __________________________

4. What do caribou eat during summer? __________________________
Ermine

Ermine (ER mehn) are members of the weasel family. They are tiny animals, weighing less than a pound. Ermine have huge dark eyes and long whiskers. They have smooth, silky fur. During the spring and summer, their fur is brown. When autumn approaches, ermine grow a new coat of thick, snow-white fur. This white fur helps ermine blend in with their snowy environment.

Ermine live in northern regions of North America along riverbanks and at the edges of forests. They are good hunters and feed on small animals, such as rabbits and rats. In April, ermine have litters of 3 to 13 fuzzy white babies. By late summer, these babies are fully grown.

Think and Learn

1. During spring ermine have __________________________ fur.

2. What color fur do ermine have in winter? __________________

3. Where do ermine live? ____________________________________________

4. What do ermine eat? ____________________________________________
Lemming

Lemmings are chubby little animals belonging to the rodent family. They look very much like hamsters and guinea pigs. Lemmings dig in the soil to build their nests, which they line with grass. They eat plants and live in areas where food is often scarce.

An old legend about lemmings says that every few years lemmings march to the ocean, jump in and drown. Scientists have learned that some lemmings will move to a new area when the number of lemmings in an area is too high. Lemmings always migrate in a straight direction, crossing anything in their path. If they come to a river, they jump in and swim across it. When they come to the ocean and jump in, they cannot swim across it, so they drown.

Think and Learn

1. What other animals do lemmings look like?

2. Where do lemmings build their nests?

3. What do lemmings eat?

4. When do lemmings migrate?
Musk Ox

Musk oxen are huge animals with large heads and short legs. They grow to 5 feet tall at the shoulders and weigh up to 900 pounds. Musk oxen have long dark brown hair that almost touches the ground. Thick woolly fur under the hair keeps them warm and dry. They use their hooves to scratch through the snow to find grass, willows and other plants to eat.

Musk oxen live together on the tundra in herds of 20 to 100. When danger is near, the adult musk oxen gather in a circle, facing outward. The calves stay in the center of the circle for protection. When the adult oxen lower their heads, showing their enormous horns, even a pack of wolves will not come near.

Think and Learn

1. Musk oxen have ________________________________ legs.

2. Musk ox hair almost touches the ____________________.

3. How do musk oxen find food? ________________________________

4. How big are herds of musk oxen? ________________________________